Unilateral deep brain stimulation suppresses alpha and beta oscillations in sensorimotor cortices.
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an established therapy to treat motor symptoms in movement disorders such as Parkinson's disease (PD). The mechanisms leading to the high therapeutic effectiveness of DBS are poorly understood so far, but modulation of oscillatory activity is likely to play an important role. Thus, investigating the effect of DBS on cortical oscillatory activity can help clarifying the neurophysiological mechanisms of DBS. Here, we aimed at scrutinizing changes of cortical oscillatory activity by DBS at different frequencies using magnetoencephalography (MEG). MEG data from 17 PD patients were acquired during DBS of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) the day after electrode implantation and before implanting the pulse generator. We stimulated the STN unilaterally at two different stimulation frequencies, 130 Hz and 340 Hz using an external stimulator. Data from six patients had to be discarded due to strong artefacts and two other datasets were excluded since these patients were not able to finalize the paradigm. After DBS artefact removal, power spectral density (PSD) values of MEG were calculated for each individual patient and averaged over the group. DBS at both 130 Hz and 340 Hz led to a widespread suppression of cortical alpha/beta band activity (8-22 Hz) specifically over bilateral sensorimotor cortices. No significant differences were observed between the two stimulation frequencies. Our finding of a widespread suppression of cortical alpha/beta band activity is particularly interesting as PD is associated with pathologically increased levels of beta band activity in the basal ganglia-thalamo-cortical circuit. Therefore, suppression of such oscillatory activity might be an essential effect of DBS for relieving motor symptoms in PD and can be achieved at different stimulation frequencies above 100 Hz.